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Markets Recap
Global equities continued their path
upward in February. Returns of
Emerging Markets Stocks lead all asset
classes YTD at 8.4%, with strong
showings from Pacific Stocks at 7.0%,
US Stocks at 5.7%, and Euro Stocks at
3.6%. US Bonds, Commodities, and Cash
are now hovering between 0-1% YTD.

For our clients we believe these three
efforts translate into enhanced upside
potential for their portfolios while also
keeping risk control at the forefront of the
Cape Ann process.

For seventeen years we have been
analyzing every mutual fund in the
country. Our results go counter to trend.
We are finding more statistically
significant track records than we did
seventeen years ago. Figure 1 summarizes
the results of the changes. Notice the
significant improvements to all three
major statistical categories. These
improved metrics provide a high degree of
confidence we are working with a reliable
stable of managers. These steps comprise
our first layer of portfoliorisk control.

Understanding our managers' risk
exposures is critical in defining their skill,
but also informs our next layer of risk
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control: diversification. A buy list filled
with nothing but great fixed income
managers, even statistically strong ones,
would be prone to large exposure gaps
when matched against a globally
diversified benchmark of stocks, bonds,
and commodities.

The firm developed a new tool, the Buy
List Update Engine (code name BLUE), in
part to help us effectively “spread the
table” with the managers we were
selecting, and ensure we had the stock,
bond, and commodity markets well-
covered. This allowed us to accurately
assess the overall exposure impact of
adding or removing managers in real-
time. The tool also incorporates other
value-adding features, such as one that
ensures clients are investing in the share
class with the lowest possible expense
ratio for a given fund.

ContinuousImprovement
In a continuing effort to improve our
rules-based approach to investing, Cape
Ann Capital has made some exciting
enhancements to our buy list research
process. Firstly, we have replaced six
funds on our buy list with seven new
funds that our analysis has shown a very
high degree of statistical strength.
Secondly, we have expanded our
technology toolkit to ensure a diverse
mix of funds are chosen. Finally, our
portfolio construction process now
allows the statistically strongest funds
on our buy list to receive a slightly
higher allocation to boost return capability.
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Portfolio construction is the final piece
of the puzzle. A great buy list diversified
across many asset classes and
geographies still requires optimization
to determine the appropriate weights of
each fund. In 2017, we have included
excess return as an input to our
construction process. If a fund has
shown very strong excess return metrics
relative to the rest of the buy list, we
are allowing a modest increase in the
relative weight of that fund, and vice
versa. Note that all portfolios must still
remain within a tight band of the
benchmark (tracking error less than 2%),
and in many cases the majority of the 18
buy list funds are forced into the
portfolio to spread the risk more evenly
so that hopes are not pinned upon the
success of a small number of fund
companies.

We think all of these efforts have
enhanced the investment process at the
firm while remaining true to our core
principles. The team at Cape Ann Capital
is invested right alongside our clients,
and we are always looking to improve
on behalf of our clients AND our own
portfolios. We are very proud of our
2016 results, but feel very confident
that these enhancements to our buy list
selection process and risk controls will
make us even more efficient, more
precise, and in the long run will deliver even
more value to our clients in 2017 andbeyond.

Figure 1: An overview of buy list changes for 2017. Excess Return measures return over the benchmark,;
Monthly Rate measures the percentage of months the manager has a positive Excess Return; T-Stat measures
the frequency and degree of Excess Return; the higher the T-Stat, the higher likelihood of manager skill
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*Data as of 1/31/2017.  Each metric is the average value for each fund within a group, since either  inception
of each fund, or January 1990 if inception precedes 1990.  Every fund has at least a ten-year track record.
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